ANTHONY   EDEN
That is, indeed, an unholy alliance; a marriage-bed upon
which even the most hardened of us must blush to look.
(Laughter.) Are we to see Bolsheviks perusing the
columns of the Daily Express and noble lords hustling to
Fleet Street in Russian boots? Our Turkish friends should
be assured that that section of the Press did not in any sense
represent the voice of the country'—a comment which
brought cheers and no doubt gratitude in the quarters for
which it was intended. Encouraged, he did not mince his
words. * The hand may be the hand of Esau, but the voice
is quite undoubtedly the voice of Jacob; and if anything
were to go wrong with Anglo-Turkish relations the respon-
sibility must rest in a very large measure upon those organs
of the Press which have been carrying out so unscrupulous
a propaganda. There are some sacrifices which cannot in
honour be made even upon the altar of circulation/ Once
again cheers; and with his conclusion—a plea for goodwill
all round—Captain Eden had scored quite an impressive
debating success.
To intervene in Mr. Baldwin's conflict with Lord Beaver-
brook was in terms of self-interest perhaps strategy rather
than tactics: but his attack was robust and had the ring of
conviction about it. It should perhaps be noted here that if
Eden's rise to power is a dizzy and almost unprecedented
advance yet it was achieved without any assistance from
Fleet Street. He provided neither copy nor articles nor
compliments. At no stage did he see fit to parade his
personality. Instead he deliberately hid his light under
Baldwin's bushel. In this debate he gave the lead to warm
support for the Government's Mosul policy in general and
for the Prime Minister in particular. He had played an
important part in silencing rumours of a Conservative
revolt.
During the vacation the talks inaugurated by Mr. Bald-
win with the Turkish Ambassador were continued; the
Turkish Government smiled upon them, and it was finally

